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Number with full stop
This symbol completes the set of numbers with full stop starting at 2488.
1F100  O DIGIT ZERO FULL STOP
≈ 0030 0 002E.

Numbers with comma
1F101  0 DIGIT ZERO COMMA
≈ 0030 0 002C,
1F102  1 DIGIT ONE COMMA
≈ 0031 1 002C,
1F103  2 DIGIT TWO COMMA
≈ 0032 2 002C,
1F104  3 DIGIT THREE COMMA
≈ 0033 3 002C,
1F105  4 DIGIT FOUR COMMA
≈ 0034 4 002C,
1F106  5 DIGIT FIVE COMMA
≈ 0035 5 002C,
1F107  6 DIGIT SIX COMMA
≈ 0036 6 002C,
1F108  7 DIGIT SEVEN COMMA
≈ 0037 7 002C,
1F109  8 DIGIT EIGHT COMMA
≈ 0038 8 002C,
1F10A  9 DIGIT NINE COMMA
≈ 0039 9 002C,

Circled sans-serif digits
These digits complement the sans-serif digit sets in the Dingbat block ranges 2780-2789 and 278A-2793.
1F10B © DINGBAT CIRCLED SANS-SERIF DIGIT ZERO
1F10C ® DINGBAT NEGATIVE CIRCLED SANS-SERIF DIGIT ZERO

Parenthesized Latin letters
This set provides uppercase versions of the set starting at 249C. Parenthesized Latin letters do not have case mappings.
1F110 (A) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A
≈ 0028 ( 0041 A 0029 )
1F111 (B) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER B
≈ 0028 ( 0042 B 0029 )
1F112 (C) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C
≈ 0028 ( 0043 C 0029 )
1F113 (D) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D
≈ 0028 ( 0044 D 0029 )
1F114 (E) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E
≈ 0028 ( 0045 E 0029 )
1F115 (F) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER F
≈ 0028 ( 0046 F 0029 )
1F116 (G) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER G
≈ 0028 ( 0047 G 0029 )
1F117 (H) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER H
≈ 0028 ( 0048 H 0029 )
1F118 (I) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I
≈ 0028 ( 0049 I 0029 )
1F119 (J) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER J
≈ 0028 ( 004A J 0029 )
1F11A (K) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER K
≈ 0028 ( 004B K 0029 )
1F11B (L) PARENTHESIZED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L
≈ 0028 ( 004C L 0029 )

Latin letter with tortoise shell brackets
1F12A (S) TORTOISE SHELL BRACKETED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER S
• used in baseball scoring
≈ 3014 ( 0053 S 3015 )

Circled italic Latin letters
1F12B © CIRCLED ITALIC LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C
= compact disc, single disc record
≈ <circle> 0043 C
1F12C ® CIRCLED ITALIC LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R
= disc record
≈ <circle> 0052 R

Circled Latin letters or letter sequences
1F12D © CIRCLED CD
→ 33C5 cd square cd
≈ <circle> 0043 C 0044 D
1F12E @ CIRCLED WZ
• from the German term “Warenzeichen”
• indicate a trademarked term without making a legal claim of trademark status
• decomposition is anomalous, as the usual glyph shows a capital W and a small z
→ 2122 ™ trade mark sign
≈ <circle> 0057 W 005A Z

1F12F © COPYRIGHT SYMBOL
→ 0049 © copyright sign
→ 2183 ℗ roman numeral reversed one hundred

Squared Latin letters
1F130 A SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A
= Anreisetag (day of arrival)
≈ <square> 0041 A
1F131  🅃 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER B
= bank
= b-mode stereo compression broadcasting service (ARIB STD B24)
≈ <square> 0042 B

1F132  🅄 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C
≈ <square> 0043 C

1F133  🅅 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D
≈ <square> 0044 D

1F134  🅆 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E
≈ <square> 0045 E

1F135  🅇 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER F
≈ <square> 0046 F

1F136  🅈 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER G
≈ <square> 0047 G

1F137  🅉 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER H
≈ <square> 0048 H

1F138  🅊 SQUARED HV
≈ <square> 0049 I

1F139  🅋 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER J
≈ <square> 004A J

1F13A  🅌 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER K
≈ <square> 004B K

1F13B  🅍 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L
≈ <square> 004C L

1F13C  🅎 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER M
≈ <square> 004D M

1F13D  🅏 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER N
= news (ARIB STD B24)
≈ <square> 004E N

1F13E  🅐 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O
≈ <square> 004F O

1F13F  🅑 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER P
= progressive broadcasting (ARIB STD B24)
≈ <square> 0050 P

1F140  🅒 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Q
≈ <square> 0051 Q

1F141  🅓 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R
≈ <square> 0052 R

1F142  🅔 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER S
= stereo broadcasting service (ARIB STD B24)
≈ <square> 0053 S

1F143  🅕 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER T
= tobacconist
≈ <square> 0054 T

1F144  🅖 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U
≈ <square> 0055 U

1F145  🅗 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER V
≈ <square> 0056 V

1F146  🅘 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER W
= wide-format 16:9 broadcasting service (ARIB STD B24)
≈ <square> 0057 W

1F147  🅙 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER X
≈ <square> 0058 X

1F148  🅚 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Y
≈ <square> 0059 Y

1F149  🅛 SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Z
≈ <square> 005A Z

1F14A  🅜 SQUARED HV
= hdtv
≈ <square> 0048 H 0056 V

1F14B  🅝 SQUARED MV
= multi-view television
≈ <square> 004D M 0056 V

1F14C  🅞 SQUARED SD
= sdtv
≈ <square> 0053 S 0044 D

1F14D  🅟 SQUARED SS
= surround stereo broadcasting service
≈ <square> 0053 S 0053 S

1F14E  🅠 SQUARED PPV
= pay-per-view
≈ <square> 0050 P 0050 P 0056 V

1F14F  🅡 SQUARED WC
= water closet, public toilet
→ 1F68E ⚜ water closet
≈ <square> 0057 W 0043 C

White on black circled Latin letters

1F150  🅢 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A
= airport

1F151  🅣 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER B

1F152  🅤 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C

1F153  🅥 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D

1F154  🅦 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E

1F155  🅧 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER F
= ferry

1F156  🅨 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER G

1F157  🅩 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER H
= hotel (ARIB STD B24)

1F158  🅪 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I

1F159  🅫 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER J

1F15A  🅬 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER K
= Kurort (spa)
→ 2668 🛦️ hot springs

1F15B  🅭 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L
= light rail
→ 1F688 🚊 light rail

1F15C  🅮 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER M
= metro
→ 1F687 ⏯ metro

1F15D  🅯 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER N

1F15E  🅰 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O

1F15F  🅱 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER P
= parking space (ARIB STD B24)

1F160  🅲 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Q

1F161  🅳 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R
= Rasttätte (rest stop)

1F162  🅴 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER S
= Stadtbahn (metropolitan railway)

1F163  🅵 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER T
= Tankstelle (petrol station)
→ 26FD ⛽ fuel pump

1F164  🅶 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U
= underground rail
→ 1F687 ⏯ metro

1F165  🅷 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER V

1F166  🅸 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER W

1F167  🅹 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER X

1F168  🅺 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Y

1F169  🅻 NEGATIVE CIRCLED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Z
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### Raised squared Latin sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1F16A ♔</td>
<td>RAISED MC SIGN = marque déposée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1F16B ♕</td>
<td>RAISED MD SIGN = marque déposée</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Used in Canada
- Used in Canada

### White on black squared Latin letters

*The square edges may be slightly rounded.*

- 1F170 ♈ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A = blood type A
- 1F171 ♉ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER B = blood type B
- 1F172 ♊ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER C = centre, city centre
- 1F173 ♋ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER D
- 1F174 ♌ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER E
- 1F175 ♍ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER F = Feuerwache (fire department)
- 1F176 ♎ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER G
- 1F177 ♏ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER H = Haltestelle (bus stop)
- 1F178 ♐ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER I = bus stop
- 1F179 ♑ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER J = junction (ARIB STD B24)
- 1F17A ♒ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER K
- 1F17B ♓ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER L = leisure center (ARIB STD B24)
- 1F17C ♔ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER M = museum, cultural center (ARIB STD B24)
- 1F17D ♕ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER N
- 1F17E ♖ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER O = blood type O
- 1F17F ♗ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER P = parking space empty-full (ARIB STD B24)
- 1F180 ♘ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Q
- 1F181 ♙ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R
- 1F182 ♚ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER S
- 1F183 ♛ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER T
- 1F184 ♜ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER U
- 1F185 ♝ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER V
- 1F186 ♞ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER W
- 1F187 ♟ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER X
- 1F188 ♠ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Y
- 1F189 ♡ NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER Z
- 1F18A ♢ CROSSING NEGATIVE SQUARED LATIN CAPITAL LETTER P = parking space closed
- 1F18B ♣ NEGATIVE SQUARED IC = interchange, ramp
- 1F18C ♤ NEGATIVE SQUARED PA = parking area
- 1F18D ♥ NEGATIVE SQUARED SA = service area
- 1F18E ♦ NEGATIVE SQUARED AB = blood type AB

### Squared Latin letter sequences

#### Squared Latin letter sequences from ARIB STD B62

- 1F19B ♚ SQUARE THREE D
- 1F19C ♛ SQUARE SECOND SCREEN
- 1F19D ♜ SQUARE TWO K
- 1F19E ♝ SQUARE FOUR K
- 1F19F ♞ SQUARE EIGHT K
- 1F1A0 ♟ SQUARE FIVE POINT ONE
- 1F1A1 ♠ SQUARE SEVEN POINT ONE
- 1F1A2 ♡ SQUARE TWENTY-TWO POINT TWO
- 1F1A3 ♢ SQUARE SIXTY P
- 1F1A4 ♣ SQUARE ONE HUNDRED TWENTY P
- 1F1A5 ♤ SQUARE LATIN SMALL LETTER D = data
- 1F1A6 ♥ SQUARE HC = hybrid cast
- 1F1A7 ♦ SQUARE HDR = high dynamic range
- 1F1A8 ♧ SQUARE HI-RES = high resolution
- 1F1A9 ♨ SQUARE LOSSLESS
- 1F1AA ♩ SQUARE SHV = super high vision
- 1F1AB ♪ SQUARE UHD = ultra-high definition
- 1F1AC ♫ SQUARE VOD = video on demand
Regional indicator symbols

These characters can be used in pairs to represent regional codes. In some emoji implementations, certain pairs may be recognized and displayed by alternate means; for instance, an implementation might recognize F + R and display this combination with a symbol representing the flag of France.

1F1E6 A REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER A
1F1E7 B REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER B
1F1E8 C REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER C
1F1E9 D REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER D
1F1EA E REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER E
1F1EB F REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER F
1F1EC G REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER G
1F1ED H REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER H
1F1EE I REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER I
1F1EF J REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER J
1F1F0 K REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER K
1F1F1 L REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER L
1F1F2 M REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER M
1F1F3 N REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER N
1F1F4 O REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER O
1F1F5 P REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER P
1F1F6 Q REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER Q
1F1F7 R REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER R
1F1F8 S REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER S
1F1F9 T REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER T
1F1FA U REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER U
1F1FB V REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER V
1F1FC W REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER W
1F1FD X REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER X
1F1FE Y REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER Y
1F1FF Z REGIONAL INDICATOR SYMBOL LETTER Z